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The Scope of the Problem
The preponderance of verbal aggression online

• 34% of kids in the US have experienced cyberbullying at least once* 

• 41% of internet users have experienced some form of verbal aggression online** 

• During the pandemic, there was 900% increase in hate speech on Twitter directed towards the 

Chinese.*** 

• Cyberbullying is associated with higher levels of depression, low self-esteem, behavioral 

problems, or suicidal thoughts among others**** 

• The prevalence of all kinds of verbal aggression online makes it seem more acceptable or lead to 

desensitization***** * https://cyberbullying.org/Cyberbullying-Identification-Prevention-Response-2020.pdf
** https://www.statista.com/statistics/333942/us-internet-online-harassment-severity/

*** https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7jywd/anti-chinese-hate-speech-online-has-skyrocketed-since-the-coronavirus-crisis-began 
**** https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6278213/

*****https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29094365/

https://cyberbullying.org/Cyberbullying-Identification-Prevention-Response-2020.pdf
https://www.statista.com/statistics/333942/us-internet-online-harassment-severity/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/n7jywd/anti-chinese-hate-speech-online-has-skyrocketed-since-the-coronavirus-crisis-began
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6278213/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29094365/


Gruesome Process of Content Moderation



Fostering Civil Conversations
Using dialogue agent to perform counter-speech 

• counter-speech can be defined as a tactic of countering verbal aggression online 

by presenting alternate narrative rather than with censorship

• designed to reduce verbal aggression and setting positive communication norm
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Counter-speech

• Respectful Disapproval - Induction of Descriptive Norm 
“Howdy ho! I kind of understand your emotions. But most of us here express our points without 
hurtful language.”


• Abstract Norms - Induction of Prescriptive Norm 
“Ability to express ourselves but with respect to others is a wonderful sign of character and takes 
lots of courage”


• Induction of Empathy 
“Some behaviors might be hard to get for some people but let’s keep in mind there are people of 
flesh and blood on the other side of the screen.”



The Diversity of Interventions

Final result: more than 100K unique interventions



Intervention in Practice



Results

Phase All Comments Comments Containing 
Verbal Aggression

% of Comments 
Containing Verbal 

Aggression
Change in Relation to 
the Historical Phase

Historical  
(January-March 2019) 132 086 1 192 0.90% 0.00%

Adaptation  
(April-May 2019) 88 064 755 0.86% -5.00%

Reduction  
(June-September 2019) 168 740 1 239 0.73% -18.64%

On the level of the subreddit r/MensRights



Systematic analysis of behavior among users

Results



Efforts to Make James More Human

• precise detection of personal attacks 

(93% precision) 

• diverse and numerous interventions 

• delayed responses 

• humans commenting on subreddits 

where no treatment took place
`

It took 8 months 
to get James 

exposed



Reverse Turing Test Passed



Summary of James’ Activity

• decreasing personal attacks level by 19% on r/MensRights 

• positive influence on the behavior of users on the entire platform 

• community acceptance 

• private messages thanking James for his activity 

• getting a nomination for r/MensRights moderator



Community Reception



”the whitest of knights” 
~ Justadownvoteforyou

”someone who is extending 
an olive branch” 

~ Canned_Refried_Beans
”someone who should 

put down the LSD” 
~ Maito_Guy ”as Mr. Mackey from 

South Park” 
~ haikuCats

”as Mr. Rogers” 
~ BanjoKaboley2

How Does the 
Community Perceive 

James Walker?

”a retard” 
~ ThePigmanAgain

”a good dude” 
~ kvlka666

”a hippie” 
~ Maito_Guy



Collective Intelligence 
Experiment:


Volunteers vs James





Assumptions
Humans can be much more creative than machines



Humans can use their knowledge about the context

Assumptions



Collaboration between Humans + Machines might be the best fit 

Assumptions



Experimental Design

• Field experiment on Reddit 

• Two treatment conditions (empathy vs norm induction) and control group 

• Participants: recidivists, regularly attacking others (at least 1 attack per week) 

• 6 months period divided into three 2-months periods 

• Volunteers recruited via social media posts



Results



Humans vs Bots
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-016-9373-5

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11109-016-9373-5


https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0894439318791786



https://dangerousspeech.org/counterspeech-a-literature-review/

Counter-Speech: a Literature Review



Reality Check

Biases

Improper 
annotations

Poor tech 
performance

Currently AI is only assisting moderators

Technical 
shortcomings

Lack of 
generalisability 

of models

Lack of gold 
standard in dataset 

and taxonomies 
creation



Initiatives
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BACKUP SLIDES



Results

Estimated marginal means test results for differences in the counts of attacks. 

Estimated marginal means for control and treatment groups for differences in the counts of attacks.



Results



Results



Community Reception



https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0747563221002958



Cyberviolence Detection
Input text: ccant believ he sad ur an id10+…!
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Cyberviolence Detection
Input text: ccant believ he sad ur an id10+…!

#1: [Symbolic + Statistical] Normalization + Correction 
+ Transformation (e.g. coreference resolution)

#2: [Symbolic] Syntactic parsing

#3: [Symbolic] Identifying second person: ”you” (subject)

#4: [Symbolic] Identifying relation: ”to be” (predicate) + no negation

#5: [Symbolic / Statistical] Recognizing if a related phrase or clause is abusive: 
”an idiot” (complement please, abusive)

#6: [Symbolic] Verifying if a detected attack is not nested within a contradicting utterance: ”he said” (dependent clause, reported speech) 
+ ”i can not believe” (main clause, potential counterfactual expression)

#7: [Symbolic] Final decision (+ comparison to stated-of-the-art statistical approaches)

i can not believe he said you are an idiot.

System A System Z



Why Does Precision Matter?

System A System Z



Why Does Precision Matter?

If the bot had reacted to these comments:
• people would have been pissed off
• the bot would have been exposed in no time 

System A System Z


